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Advanced Blogger Blogging Video Series PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! Dont Be Satisfied With A

Vanilla Blogger Blog Any Longer! Learn How You Can Create Stunning Blogger Blogs That Will Attract

Visitors Like Flys To Honey. More Visitors To Your Blog Means More Money In Your Pocket! Blogging is

one of those things that almost everyone is doing these days. There are many Blogging platforms to

choose from. Most serious bloggers would never think of using anything but Wordpress because of all the

functionality that is included and available within the Wordpress Codex. Now this is still very true;

Wordpress has a lot of functionality going for it. But now you have another choice. In recent months

Googles Blogger has made great strides in functionality and flexibility. Quite some time ago Google

introduced Gadgets. These are handy little functions that enhance the usefulness of your blog. But over

time something wonderful has happened. People have started writing gadgets because the want to

enhance their own blogs. These enhancements have been made available for everybody to use free of

charge. Sometimes you have to dig a bit but now you can enhance a Blogger blog to do almost anything

you can do in Wordpress. And there is more. Most people dont know that you can change the theme of
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your Blogger Blog to look any way you want it to look. There are literally thousands of free Blogger

templates out there that you can use. How cool is that? Now you can create a great looking blogger blog

in a few easy steps and hide that ugly bar up on top! Another thing about Blogger that has been available

since near the beginning is that you can set up your own domain name. Instead of myblog.blogspotyou

can use your own domain name (no hosting required). Like this: myblog.com At first this appears to be a

bit complicated to set up but Ill walk you through the whole process to make it easy for you!
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